Impact of Copper Loading on NH$_3$-Selective Catalytic Reduction, Oxidation Reactions and N$_2$O Formation over Cu/SAPO-34
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Abstract: We developed a procedure for aqueous ion exchange to obtain different Cu loadings of Cu/SAPO-34 (between 0 and 2.6 wt %). The catalysts were washcoated on monoliths and characterised with respect to their activity and selectivity under standard selective catalytic reduction (SCR), fast SCR, NH$_3$ oxidation and NO oxidation reactions. They were further characterised using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET), H$_2$-temperature programmed reduction (H$_2$-TPR), ultraviolet (UV)-vis spectroscopy and NH$_3$ adsorption. As expected, activity of all reactions increased with copper loading, due to increased number of active sites. However, the N$_2$O formation during standard and fast SCR yielded interesting mechanistic information. We observed that N$_2$O formation at low temperature increased with copper loading for the standard SCR reaction, while it decreased for fast SCR. The low-temperature N$_2$O formation during fast SCR thus occurs predominantly over Brønsted sites. Species responsible for N$_2$O formation during standard SCR, on the other hand, are formed on the copper sites. We further found that the fast SCR reaction occurs to a significant extent even over the H/SAPO-34 form. The Brønsted sites in SAPO-34 are thus active for the fast SCR reaction.
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1. Introduction

Continuous improvement of NO$_x$ removal technologies is made possible by the development of increasingly efficient catalysts. Thus, ammonia-selective catalytic reduction (SCR) was initially widely catalysed by noble metals [1–3]. Vanadia-based catalysts then became common and later on, metal-exchanged zeolites [1,4–6]. Most recently, small-pore materials such as the zeolite Cu/SSZ-13 and the silicoaluminophosphate Cu/SAPO-34, have become popular subjects of research [7–9].

One aspect of Cu/SAPO-34 is the difficulty in producing it using conventional aqueous ion exchange [3,10]. Thus, a number of studies have been published on Cu/SAPO-34 synthesised via one-pot synthesis or solid state ion exchange and on commercially-produced catalysts [11,12]. However, very few details are available as to the procedure of aqueous ion exchange for Cu/SAPO-34.

Copper loading and copper ion exchange level are amongst the major properties to have an effect on the reduction of NO$_x$ over Cu/zeolites. Thus, optimum deNO$_x$ efficiency over a range of
temperatures is usually obtained at an intermediate Cu content [13] due to its positive correlation with both the SCR reaction and the competitive NH$_3$ oxidation reaction. Moreover, Cu site distribution has been found to vary with Cu loading on a number of different zeolites [14–17]. For instance, more cupric oxides are formed at higher copper loadings, especially on over-exchanged zeolites [18]. For Cu/SSZ-13, it was shown that copper ions occupy different positions within the crystal structure. At lower Cu contents, they are positioned at sites in the 6-membered rings and at higher contents, also within the large cages [19]. There are indications that Cu ions may be sited similarly in Cu/SAPO-34 [11].

In addition to its importance for SCR activity, copper loading may also yield useful information on the reaction selectivities and pathways, as we have previously shown for Cu/Beta [16]. For instance, different product gases may exhibit differing trends in function of copper content, thus providing evidence for the existence of different mechanisms or active sites. Such knowledge of the reaction mechanisms is essential for the development of kinetic models. While some investigations of the behaviour of Cu/SAPO-34 as a function of Cu loading have been published [20,21], there are still many mechanistic questions remaining. Furthermore, no kinetic models of SCR over Cu/SAPO-34 appear to have been published, so more mechanistic studies are of interest.

Hence, the main objective of this study is to characterize a series of Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts of different copper loadings with respect to the selectivities of a number of product gases and the reactions they occur in: standard SCR, fast SCR, NH$_3$ oxidation and NO oxidation. This data then allows us to draw conclusions pertaining to the reaction mechanisms, with a particular focus on the N$_2$O formation during standard and fast SCR. In addition, detailed synthesis information is provided, which allows for aqueous ion-exchange of the SAPO-34 material.

2. Results

2.1. Characterisation by X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD diffractograms were acquired for all catalysts before and after aqueous ion exchange with NH$_4$NO$_3$ and Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ solutions. The diffractograms for all copper-loaded catalysts are shown in Figure 1 together with that of one of the SAPO-34 batches.

Most diffractograms in Figure 1 are very similar to that of pure SAPO-34, indicating that the chabazite (CHA) structure was maintained during ion exchange. Cu$_2$O or CuO phases may be expected at ca. 2θ = 35.29, 36.30, 38.49 and 38.72° [20,22,23], but the diffractograms do not display any evidence of these species, presumably because the copper oxide content is relatively low and consists of isolated
ions or because it is very well dispersed [22,23]. Wang et al. found that the diffraction peaks for ion-exchanged zeolites moved to slightly lower angles with respect to the unexchanged support, suggesting that the SAPO-34 lattice had expanded with incorporation of the Cu ions into the pores. Here, a similar trend can be seen when comparing Cu/SAPO-34 1.6–2.6 wt % Cu with SAPO-34.

2.2. Characterisation by N\textsubscript{2} Adsorption

All catalysts were further characterized by nitrogen adsorption-desorption and the resulting Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas and microporous volumes are shown in Table 1. While nitrogen adsorption cannot be used for a true quantitative assessment of microporosity in small-pore materials, it nevertheless allows for an empirical comparison of the different catalysts before and after ion exchange [24]. In the present study, only a small loss of BET surface areas was observed after ion exchange as compared to the parent SAPO-34 materials, and in some cases even an increase was observed. The accompanying change in microporous volume upon introduction of copper was also small, as may be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Catalysts synthesised in this study. All catalysts are shown with the corresponding parent material (SAPO-34 batches not exchanged with NH\textsubscript{4}NO\textsubscript{3} or Cu(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}). BET: Brunauer–Emmett–Teller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Molarity Cu(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2} Solution (M)</th>
<th>Cu wt %</th>
<th>Cu/Si (mol/mol)</th>
<th>Calcination Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m\textsuperscript{2}/g)</th>
<th>Micropore Volume (cm\textsuperscript{3}/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SAPO-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>530.0</td>
<td>243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>551.1</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>622.3</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SAPO-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>570.6</td>
<td>265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>513.9</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>588.2</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SAPO-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>587.8</td>
<td>294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>544.2</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>568.9</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>536.6</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SAPO-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>584.2</td>
<td>289</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu/SAPO-34</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>581.9</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Catalyst Composition and Copper Species

Catalyst composition was determined by inductively-coupled plasma sector field mass spectrometry (ICP-SFMS) and the resulting copper loadings are shown in Table 1. Na and Fe contamination is negligible, where the Na and Fe amounts are below the detection limit of 0.04 and 0.07 wt % respectively for all catalysts. The (Si + P)/Al ratios of all catalysts are comprised between 0.90 and 1.02. In this study, copper loadings range between 1.13 and 2.60 wt %. For Cu/Beta zeolites, Mihai et al. reported a progressive decrease of surface area with increasing copper content, attributed to greater numbers of blocked pores in the samples with higher Cu loading [16]. No particular trend regarding the BET area with respect to Cu loading is noticed for the Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts in this study. This could possibly be due to the fact that the parent SAPO-34 were different batches. Cu/Si ratios are also given in Table 1, and levels of ion exchange are calculated and shown in Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials. They range between 21.2 and 39.1%, which means that none of the samples are over-exchanged.

In order to characterize the Cu species, ultraviolet (UV)-vis diffuse reflectance (DR) spectra of the catalysts were acquired, and the results are shown in Figure 2a. Several studies have assigned the charge transfer band at around 225 nm to the O(SAPO-34) \textsuperscript{−} \rightarrow Cu\textsuperscript{+} /Cu\textsuperscript{2+} charge transition [25–27]. A broad band centred at around 800 nm has been assigned to the d \rightarrow d transition of isolated Cu\textsuperscript{2+}, and also coincides with the bands observed in the reference material Cu(OH)\textsubscript{2} [25–28]. This band, representative of isolated, hydrated Cu(II), has been identified on a number of copper-exchanged
zeolites, including Cu/BEA, Cu/ZSM-5 and Cu/SSZ-13 [29–31]. At around 1420 nm, a third band is observed. All the Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts in this study display these three major bands, with the exception of H/SAPO-34, which does not have the Cu(II) band at 800 nm. Thus, the bands at low and high wavelengths are not only due to the copper species but also originate from the SAPO-34 framework, whereas bands at intermediate wavelengths are characteristic of copper species. In the literature, two bands at 355 and 456 nm have been attributed to oxidic copper complexes on Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts [27]. In Figure 2a the two bands cannot be distinguished, but the broad band between 350 and 550 nm is possibly a convolution of the two contributions. Furthermore, we previously found a broad, flat peak from the low wavelengths up to about 800 nm, for both reference CuO bulk material and severely hydrothermally-aged Cu/BEA samples [31]. H2-temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) of the three samples with highest Cu loading was also performed (Figure S1), and resulted in a single H2 consumption peak. This indicates that all of the copper ions were located in the identical ion exchange positions, presumably the 6-membered rings, since higher copper loadings are necessary for the ions to be located in the large cages [19].

![UV-vis spectra](image)

**Figure 2.** UV-vis data for Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts. (a) UV-vis spectra of Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts with different Cu loadings; (b) UV-vis absorbance band intensities as a function of Cu loading.

As far as the trend with copper concentration during ion exchange is concerned, peak heights from Figure 2a were plotted as a function of copper loading in Figure 2b. Note that the y-axis shows peak height values read off Figure 2a, not peak areas from deconvolution. We made a choice not to deconvolute the peaks because features were very broad, so that several different fits would have been possible. It must be emphasised here that the UV-vis spectra and peak heights should be interpreted qualitatively. Figure 2b suggests that the intensity of both Cu(II) and oxidic copper bands overall increases with copper loading, although it (especially that of Cu(II)) levels off at a copper loading of 2.60 wt %. While this could indicate that there are fewer Cu(II) and Cu-O species than expected in the sample with the highest Cu loading, it should be kept in mind that quantitative interpretation of DR UV-vis measurements can be challenging, especially when no deconvolution is performed.
Nevertheless, one possible reason for the levelling-off could be that high molarity during ion exchange results in large oxidic copper particles on the outside of the SAPO-34-particles. Indeed, formation of larger CuO clusters on the external zeolite surface is known to occur at higher copper loadings [20,21]. If the clusters are sufficiently large, Cu(II) and Cu-O type species in these particles might not all be detectable by the DR UV-vis technique above, which would explain the levelling off of the Cu(II) and oxidic Cu bands [32]. We did in fact spot some large, Cu-containing particles during transmission electron microscopy + energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (TEM + EDS) analysis (results shown in Figure S2), although without examining statistically significant numbers of SAPO-34 particles, the number of oxidic Cu particles found was not sufficient to be conclusive. Further, these interpretations must remain speculative since the UV-vis spectra do not yield quantitative information.

2.4. Characterisation by NH₃ Adsorption

Ammonia adsorption was used to study the storage capacity of the catalysts. The procedure consisted of a 2-h exposure to a feed of ammonia and water (5%) at 150 °C, after which the ammonia feed was cut off and the catalyst surface purged for 45 min, still at 150 °C and under 5% H₂O. Then, the temperature was ramped up to 500 °C at a rate of 10 °C /min under Ar and 5% H₂O. The desorption profiles are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Temperature-programmed deorption (TPD) at 10 °C/min after storage of 400 ppm NH₃ at 150 °C and purge at 150 °C.](image)

Ammonia molecules physisorbed onto weak Brønsted and Lewis acid sites and desorbed during the purge at 150 °C (not shown here) [20,33,34]. Integration of the signal for H/SAPO-34, yields a storage capacity of 0.59 mmol NH₃/gcat. Given that the Si content of this sample is much larger, at 1.75 mmol Si/gcat, it is likely that H/SAPO-34 contains silicon islands [33,35,36]. The high-temperature desorption peak centred on average at about 340 °C can be attributed to strongly-bound NH₃ molecules adsorbed on both strong Brønsted sites and new Lewis acid sites generated by the incorporation of copper [33,34]. The asymmetric shape of the temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) profile indicates that there may be another, lower peak centred at around 250 °C. Such a peak has indeed been observed when adsorbing at temperatures lower than the 150 °C used here [20,33,34]. It has been assigned to desorption from either weak Brønsted sites or weak Lewis sites. The trend of total desorbed NH₃ in function of copper loading is increasing overall, but should be interpreted qualitatively, due to the fact that the catalysts stem from different parent batches, which may impact on the structure and the Si content of the SAPO-34 (see Table S1), and thus on the amounts adsorbed [33]. Furthermore, the interpretation of ammonia storage trends is made difficult by the fact that the number of Brønsted acid sites in zeolites decreases with the incorporation of copper, as Lewis acid sites are formed instead [20,37]. Thus, one cannot expect the relationship between copper loading and the area...
under the 250 and 340 °C peaks to be completely straightforward, as it would depend on the interplay between increasing numbers of Lewis sites and decreasing numbers of Brønsted sites. Nevertheless, and though the lower-temperature peak is present only as a shoulder, it seems that this shoulder increases with copper loading for most of the samples, supporting the assignment to weak Lewis sites. The shoulder is however also visible for H/SAPO-34, which indicates that ammonia stored on weak Brønsted sites also contributes to this desorption peak. Interestingly, with increasing copper loading, we observe an increasing high temperature shoulder (400–500 °C) on the NH$_3$-TPD curve, which is consistent with our previous findings for Cu/BEA [16]. It suggests that the increasing formation of copper oxide species with increasing copper loading, as indicated by UV-vis (Figure 2), may result in more strongly bound ammonia. In addition, the loosely bound ammonia desorbed at 150 °C (not shown here) also increases with copper loading, which was also the case for Cu/BEA [16].

2.5. NH$_3$ and NO Oxidation

The ammonia oxidation reaction commonly occurs under SCR conditions, thereby affecting the SCR reaction itself. Thus, we first investigated the impact of copper loading on this reaction and also on NO oxidation, before going on to study the effect on the standard and fast SCR reactions in the following sections. Ammonia oxidation experiments were performed on Cu/SAPO-34 with different Cu loadings. The feed contained 400 ppm of NH$_3$, 8% O$_2$ and 5% H$_2$O. Figure 4 shows the steady state ammonia conversions for the different copper loadings. Ammonia oxidation becomes active at roughly 300 °C, depending on the copper content. For the two catalysts containing 1.78 and 2.60 wt % Cu, the 400 ppm of feed ammonia are almost completely oxidized at 600 °C.

![NH$_3$ conversion during NH$_3$ oxidation. Inlet: 400 ppm NH$_3$, 8% O$_2$, 5% H$_2$O.](image)

NH$_3$ conversion clearly increases monotonically with copper loading, a trend that has also been observed for solid-state ion exchanged Cu/SAPO-34 [20]. It is worth noting, however, that between 1.78 and 2.60 wt % Cu, the NH$_3$ consumption increases quite little relative to the increase in Cu loading. This is in line with the comparatively smaller increase in Cu-O-type species seen by UV-vis at this copper loading. The main product of the ammonia oxidation reaction occurring on Cu/SAPO-34 was found to be N$_2$, with selectivities close to 100%. Only small amounts of side products are formed, with NO, NO$_2$ and N$_2$O not exceeding eight, two and three ppm, respectively. The side product selectivities found by Yu et al. for copper loadings of around 0.90 wt % are higher compared to ours, with maximum NO mole fractions ranging between 22 and 46 ppm depending on Si content [34]. Wang et al. find comparably little formation of side products [20], which is in line with our study.

NO oxidation experiments were conducted in conditions similar to the NH$_3$ oxidation experiments, the resulting NO$_2$ production is shown in Figure 5. As has been observed for small-pore zeolites, this reaction over Cu/SAPO-34 produces very little NO$_2$, with a maximum under 6% [38,39].
The trend with copper loading is similar to that seen with NH$_3$ oxidation: increasing up to 1.78 wt % Cu with little increase thereafter.

Figure 5. NO$_2$ formation during NO oxidation. Inlet: 400 ppm NO, 8% O$_2$, 5% H$_2$O.

2.6. Standard SCR

Standard SCR experiments were performed on Cu/SAPO-34 with different Cu loadings and H/SAPO-34. The feed contained 400 ppm NO, 400 ppm NH$_3$, 8% O$_2$ and 5% H$_2$O. Resulting NO$_x$ and NH$_3$ conversions are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. As is also usual for small-pore zeolites, the SCR activity of Cu/SAPO-34 is higher over a wide temperature range, compared to other common Cu-zeolites [26,27,38]. At around 350 °C, the NO$_x$ conversion starts to decrease while the NH$_3$ conversion is 100%. This behaviour is commonly seen over Cu-zeolites and is attributed to the competitive consumption of ammonia by the NH$_3$ oxidation reaction.

Both NO$_x$ and NH$_3$ conversion are considerably lower over H/SAPO-34 than over the copper-containing samples: the values do not exceed 6 and 12 %, respectively. This is consistent with what is usually seen for the H-form of zeolites. For example, Wang et al. found a maximum NO$_x$ conversion of 14% for H/SAPO-34 [20] and similarly low activity has been observed with H/ZSM-5 [40]. Clearly the Cu sites therefore play an important role not only for NH$_3$ adsorption, as shown in Section 2.4, but even more so for the SCR reaction.
The relationship between copper loading, temperature and NO\textsubscript{x} conversion follows two different trends depending on the temperature. The difference between the two trends has been highlighted by replotting the data of Figure 6a in function of Cu loading in Figure 7a. Note that the data pertaining to 1.20 wt % Cu has been left out because the catalyst temperatures differed from the gas phase values (200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500 and 600 °C in Figure 7) by more than 8 °C. The top panel of Figure 7a shows that NO\textsubscript{x} conversion increases with copper loading at temperatures below 350 °C. At higher temperatures (350–600 °C), the trend is inverted (at Cu loading above 1.13 wt %) and NO conversion decreases with copper content (at the higher temperatures) and with temperature, as may be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 7a. Our NH\textsubscript{3} oxidation experiments showed that the NH\textsubscript{3} oxidation reaction becomes active at around 350 °C and competes for NH\textsubscript{3} with the SCR reaction. Since NH\textsubscript{3} oxidation activity increases monotonically with Cu content (Figure 7b), the SCR activity of the materials with higher copper loadings is compromised more. As already mentioned in the previous section, NH\textsubscript{3} oxidation performance levels off for the highest copper loading, and this can possibly be attributed to the unexpectedly small amounts of Cu-O type species observed by DR UV-vis.
During the SCR experiments, small amounts of the side products N\textsubscript{2}O and NO\textsubscript{2} were also detected in the outlet, and N\textsubscript{2}O is shown in Figure 6c. The amounts of both are small (<6 ppm) compared to medium and large pore Cu-zeolites [21,38]. Like the NO\textsubscript{x} conversion, both NO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2}O production exhibit an overall increase with increasing copper loading. Two maxima of N\textsubscript{2}O production are observed, at ca. 200 and 600 °C. We have previously shown that Cu/SSZ-13 and Cu/Beta catalysts also produced two N\textsubscript{2}O maxima during standard SCR [16,38,41]. This has led to the proposal that two different sites or reaction pathways are involved in the formation of N\textsubscript{2}O [38], where precursors for ammonium nitrates such as NO-NH\textsubscript{3} species are suggested to be responsible for the low-temperature N\textsubscript{2}O production [42].

2.7. Fast SCR

The selective catalytic reduction of NO\textsubscript{x} in presence of equimolar amounts of NO and NO\textsubscript{2}, is known as fast SCR and is much faster than the standard SCR with NO only [43]. The experiments in this section were carried out in identical conditions to the standard SCR experiments, except for the NO and NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations: 200 ppm NO, 200 ppm NO\textsubscript{2}, 400 ppm NH\textsubscript{3}, 8% O\textsubscript{2} and 5% H\textsubscript{2}O in argon. Figure 8a,b shows the obtained NO\textsubscript{x} and NH\textsubscript{3} conversions, respectively. Note that the conversion is taken at the end of each temperature step and that steady state was not always reached at temperatures below 300 °C. This can be seen in Figure 9a, which shows the transient outlet NO\textsubscript{x} during fast SCR. At 150 °C, the NO\textsubscript{x} concentration exhibits a minimum, a behaviour that is known to be caused by the formation of ammonium nitrate species on the catalyst surface [38]. The formation of such species on Cu-zeolites is commonly attributed to the surface reaction of gaseous NH\textsubscript{3} with surface nitrates previously formed on copper sites.
Figure 8. Fast SCR steady state activity. Inlet: 400 ppm NH\textsubscript{3}, 200 ppm NO, 200 ppm NO\textsubscript{2}, 8% O\textsubscript{2}, 5% H\textsubscript{2}O. (a) NO conversion; (b) NH\textsubscript{3} conversion.

Figure 9. Cont.
Large N\textsubscript{2}O concentrations during the temperature ramp between some of the temperature steps, such as those seen while heating to 250 and 300 °C (Figure 9b), can result from the decomposition of ammonium nitrate species \cite{43,44}. At 300 °C and above, ammonium nitrate formation does not occur and steady state conditions are reached. Quantification of ammonium nitrates cannot be done by detecting the amount of N\textsubscript{2}O at low temperature, since thermal decomposition of ammonium nitrate \((\text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 = \text{N}_2\text{O} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O})\) is not the only path, as ammonium nitrate can react with NH\textsubscript{3} to form N\textsubscript{2} \((3\text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 + 2\text{NH}_3 = 4\text{N}_2 + 9\text{H}_2\text{O})\). Only over H/SAPO-34 is it likely that ammonium nitrate decomposition entirely causes N\textsubscript{2}O formation. The reason for this is that the N\textsubscript{2}O/H\textsubscript{2}O yield ratio is below half with Cu/zeolites, and equal to half with H/zeolite, according to Gao et al. \cite{45}. However, since the N\textsubscript{2}O formation at low temperature is believed to originate from ammonium nitrate decomposition \cite{43,44}, the amount of N\textsubscript{2}O is an indication of the amount of ammonium nitrates.

The relationship of low-temperature N\textsubscript{2}O formation with Cu loading was quantified by integrating the amounts of N\textsubscript{2}O released during the heating ramps to 250 and 300 °C. These calculated amounts are shown in function of copper loading in Figure 10. Surprisingly, the overall trend is decreasing susceptibility to N\textsubscript{2}O formation with increasing Cu content. Over Cu/BEA it was clear that when increasing the copper loading, the N\textsubscript{2}O formation increased also for fast SCR conditions \cite{46}. Moreover, the N\textsubscript{2}O formation over the copper-free H/SAPO-34 is significantly larger compared to the Cu-exchanged samples, where for example the H/SAPO-34 has about double amount of N\textsubscript{2}O compared to Cu/SAPO-34 above 1.78 wt % Cu. We have shown in an earlier study that, in fast SCR conditions, Cu/SAPO-34 forms significantly less N\textsubscript{2}O continuously, but that it deactivates much more severely due to ammonium nitrates compared to both Cu/SSZ-13 and Cu/BEA \cite{38}. When these ammonium nitrates were decomposed, they resulted in huge N\textsubscript{2}O formation over the Cu/SAPO-34 and it was suggested that the reason for the low continuous N\textsubscript{2}O formation of Cu/SAPO-34 is that the ammonium nitrates formed are very stable and the decomposition is therefore slow, thereby lowering the continuous N\textsubscript{2}O formation. However, when the ammonium nitrates were decomposed, large amounts of N\textsubscript{2}O were seen \cite{38}. 

**Figure 9.** Fast SCR transient outlet NO\textsubscript{x} (a) and N\textsubscript{2}O (b). Inlet: 400 ppm NH\textsubscript{3}, 200 ppm NO, 200 ppm NO\textsubscript{2}, 8% O\textsubscript{2}, 5% H\textsubscript{2}O.
was also calcined a second time at 750 °C (above 400 °C), lack of reducing agent due to competitive ammonia oxidation causes a decrease of NOx conversion with increasing copper loading. However, the decrease in NOx conversion is much larger during fast SCR conditions compared to standard SCR; for example, for the 1.78 wt % Cu sample, the NOx conversion is 72% at 600 °C for standard SCR, but only 63% for fast SCR. This could be caused by NO2 reacting with NH3 at high temperature to produce NO, which thereafter reacts in the standard SCR reaction [46]. This would result in larger ammonia consumption and thus, reduced NOx conversion. Further, a comparison of Figures 6 and 8 shows that the difference between H/SAPO-34 and copper-loaded SAPO-34 is much more significant for the standard SCR reaction than the fast SCR reaction. NOx conversion during standard SCR over H/SAPO-34 never exceeds 6%, whereas the maximum conversion obtained during fast SCR is 89%. Similarly, the beneficial effect of higher copper loadings is smaller during fast SCR compared to the standard SCR. These and similar observations over H/ZSM-5 [40,47,48] indicate that the fast SCR reaction is connected not only with copper sites, but also to a significant extent with the Bronsted acid sites.

2.8. Impact of Calcination Temperature

Two separate batches of SAPO-34 were exchanged with Cu(NO3)2 solutions of 0.4 M, to yield copper loadings of 1.49 and 1.60 wt % Cu. The former was calcined once at 550 °C, while the latter was also calcined a second time at 750 °C (according to the same procedure used for the other catalysts in this study). Figure 11 shows that both samples had comparable activities for the SCR and ammonia oxidation reactions below 450 °C. Above this temperature, the sample calcined at 750 °C was less active for ammonia oxidation (at 600 °C conversion was 75% as opposed to 89%) and more active for the SCR reaction (at 600 °C: 79% as opposed to 65%). Note that this sample has 0.11 wt % more copper than that calcined only once at 550 °C. While the greater SCR activity at high temperatures can be explained as a consequence of the smaller NH3 oxidation ability and the slightly higher Cu loading, the smaller NH3 conversion itself is not in line with our finding in Section 2.5 that NH3 oxidation activity increases with increasing copper content. However, it can probably be attributed to the higher calcination temperature, given that CuO species are active for NH3 oxidation (Section 2.5). It is likely that calcination at 750 °C causes oxidic copper species to move into the structure. This interpretation is consistent with findings that Cu ions migrate from the catalyst surface into ion...
exchange positions in the SAPO-34 pores [28,42,49,50] (for example during solid-state ion-exchange) and with our observation that Cu/SAPO-34 1.49 and 1.60 wt % Cu are grey in colour after calcination at 550 °C and turn blue after the second calcination at 750 °C. UV-vis spectra were acquired for the two samples calcined at 550 and 750 °C and are shown in the top panel of Figure 12. The two spectra differ mainly in the region between 350 and 550 nm. Calcination at the higher temperature leads to lesser absorption at these wavelengths, which is indicative of a smaller number of Cu-O-type species. These findings thus further support the above interpretation that copper oxides move into ion-exchange positions, which decreases the ammonia oxidation and simultaneously increases the SCR activity. Interestingly, a different observation is made with the spectra of two catalysts with lower Cu loadings (bottom panel of Figure 12). Here, the effect of the calcination temperature on the presence of oxidic copper species is much less pronounced. In fact, the colour difference (grey after calcination at 550 °C and blue after calcination at 750 °C) was seen only for copper loadings above 1.49 wt % Cu. The high copper loadings were produced by increasing the molarity of the copper nitrate solution. Thus, we propose that the high Cu(NO₃)₂ concentration results in copper oxide particles on the outside, and that the copper in these particles is later moved into the structure during high temperature calcination. As discussed above, it is a possibility that for the highest copper nitrate concentration (0.8 M) some of these copper oxide particles remain, and that the copper therein is inactive for some of the reactions.
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**Figure 11.** NOₓ conversion during SCR (top panel) and NH₃ conversion during NH₃ oxidation (bottom panel) for Cu/SAPO-34 calcined at two different temperatures (550 and 750 °C). Cu contents: 1.49 and 1.60 wt %, respectively.
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**Figure 12.** UV-vis spectra of Cu/SAPO-34 calcined at two different temperatures (550 and 750 °C). Top panel: 1.49 and 1.60 wt % Cu. Bottom panel: 1.27 and 1.20 wt % Cu.
3. Discussion

Different copper loadings in Cu/SAPO-34 were obtained by ion exchange with copper nitrate solutions of molarities ranging from 0.05 to 0.8 M. A clear trend was observed, with increasing copper loading resulting in higher SCR, fast SCR, and NH$_3$ and NO oxidation activity. This increasing trend levelled off for the highest copper loading. Not surprisingly, UV-vis results indicated that the number of Cu(II) and CuO species increased with copper loading. Note that this increase also levelled off at the highest copper loading, thus explaining the smaller increase in activity for this sample. Despite the formation of some oxidic copper species, the catalysts are all under-exchanged, which we defined as less than 2 Cu per Si for silicoaluminophosphates such as SAPO-34. The amount of oxidic copper on Cu/SAPO-34 with a loading of ~1.60 wt % Cu decreased significantly after high temperature treatment at 750 °C, compared to a sample treated at only 550 °C. On the basis of conclusions drawn in other studies, we can attribute this to the migration of external CuO clusters to the ion exchange positions in the pores of the CHA structure [49–51]. Interestingly, at the lower copper loading of 1.20 wt %, we found the amount of CuO observable by UV-vis to be negligible, independently of the calcination temperature. This observation is in agreement with the colour of the 1.2 wt % Cu sample, which was blue, also independently of temperature. The 1.49 wt % sample however, was grey when CuO was present, and blue again after calcination at 750 °C caused the Cu ions to migrate from the surface into the pores. In fact, all samples below 1.49 wt % Cu maintained their blue colour independently of the calcination temperature, while those with higher Cu loadings were grey after 550 °C-treatment and blue after 750 °C treatment. We therefore postulate the following: CuO species are formed on the catalyst surface in significant numbers only when using higher copper nitrate concentrations during ion-exchange. At lower loadings, the exchange positions are occupied by Cu$^{2+}$ ions. Then, at higher copper nitrate concentrations, the above-mentioned CuO-type species populate the catalyst surface. Only upon high-temperature treatment do these species disappear, as the Cu ions migrate from the surface into the exchange sites.

The SCR reaction occurs preferentially on the Cu species in ion-exchange positions. The copper oxide particles have little impact on the SCR activity, other than providing more CuO sites for the competitive NH$_3$ oxidation if the catalyst is not treated at 750 °C. For the highest copper nitrate concentration used in this study (0.8 M), we speculated that some of the formed copper particles remain even after high temperature calcination, and that these particles are probably large compared to the CuO particles on the samples with smaller loadings. This hypothesis could explain the levelling off of CuO and Cu(II) as seen by UV-vis, though while some such clusters were seen with TEM/EDS, it is difficult to prove that the samples with smaller Cu loadings contain fewer of them. Ammonia storage TPD experiments showed that NH$_3$ adsorbs on strong and weak Brønsted and Lewis sites, and it seems that storage is more significant on Lewis sites, since it increases with copper loading. NH$_3$ also adsorbs on oxidic copper species and binds to them more strongly than to the Lewis sites in exchange positions. On the basis of the single peak in H$_2$-TPR and in analogy with a previous finding for Cu/SSZ-13 [19], we suggest that the ion exchange positions occupied by copper ions in all our samples are those located in the 6-membered rings of the SAPO-34 chabazite structure.

SCR, NO oxidation and NH$_3$ oxidation activities clearly increase with copper loading (especially below 2.6 wt % Cu) and this is in line with increasing ammonia storage on both Lewis sites and oxidic copper sites. Under standard SCR conditions, the N$_2$O formation has two maxima (Figure 6c). The low-temperature peak has previously been attributed to the decomposition of NH$_3$-NO species (possibly precursors to ammonium nitrates) on copper [42], and it has been suggested that the high-temperature peak is the result of a different mechanistic pathway, perhaps involving a different active site [41]. Twin-peaks behaviour is also seen with N$_2$O production during fast SCR, although in this case the low-temperature peak is much larger and likely results from ammonium nitrate decomposition [38]. This fast SCR, low-temperature N$_2$O formation decreases with copper loading (Figure 10). At high temperature, the opposite trend is observed: N$_2$O increases with Cu content up to 1.78 wt % (Figure 9b). The result at high temperature is in agreement with results for Cu/BEA, while
at low temperature more \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) was formed over Cu/BEA with higher Cu loadings [46]. The differing behaviour of the two peaks further supports the suggestion of two different sites or mechanisms of \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) formation over Cu/SAPO-34. Interestingly, the \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) maxima during standard SCR both follow the same, increasing trend with Cu loading. Therefore, the formation of \( \text{NH}_3\text{-NO} \) species on Cu/SAPO-34 under standard SCR conditions occurs by a different pathway than the \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) formation during fast SCR. The high-temperature \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) formation under both reaction conditions (and the low-temperature standard SCR \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \)) presumably occurs on the isolated Cu\(^{2+}\) sites that are also the main active sites for the SCR reaction, since they follow the same, increasing trend in function of copper loading. However, it appears that for the fast SCR, especially at low temperatures, the Bronsted sites also play a significant role. Indeed, the low-temperature \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) formation during fast SCR decreases with copper content, and since this process can potentially be attributed to decomposition of ammonium nitrates, it follows that one possible interpretation is that Bronsted acid sites in SAPO-34 may be more prone to ammonium nitrate formation than copper sites. While NO\(_x\) conversion increases with copper content even for low-temperature fast SCR, the conversion over H/SAPO-34 is considerable (when compared to that obtained over H/SAPO-34 during standard SCR). We therefore suggest that the SAPO-34 structure has a strong affinity for fast SCR and \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) formation. Since this affinity is not observed for standard SCR conditions, one may conjecture that it could be connected to NO\(_2\) adsorbing/reacting with particular ease on Bronsted sites in SAPO-34.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Catalyst Preparation

Five batches of SAPO-34 were prepared and then used to produce seven batches of Cu/SAPO-34 with different copper loadings (1.13, 1.20, 1.49, 1.60, 1.75, 1.78 and 2.60 wt %). Each batch of SAPO-34 was prepared by hydrothermal synthesis from a gel with the following molar composition: \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3: 1.06 \), \( \text{P}_2\text{O}_5: 1.08 \), \( \text{SiO}_2: 2.09 \) morpholine: 66 deionized H\(_2\)O. Pseudoboehmite (Pural SB-1, Sasol Germany GmbH, Anckelmannsplatz 1, 20537 Hamburg, Germany), \( \text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 \) (Merck, Frösundaviks Allé 1, SE-169 70 Solna, Sweden) and colloidal silica (Ludox AS-40, Aldrich, Solkraftsvägen 14C, 135 70 Stockholm, Sweden) were used as the aluminium, silicon and phosphorus sources, respectively and morpholine (Sigma-Aldrich) was the structure directing agent (SDA). Initially, \( \text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 \) was dissolved by stirring in the water for 15 min and then the pseudoboehmite was added slowly over 2 h, under continuous agitation. Stirring was then continued for another 12 h, until a uniform gel was obtained. In the next step, a second solution of colloidal silica and morpholine was prepared, which was then slowly added to the first solution over 1 h and under constant stirring. The resulting slurry was stirred for another 7 h and then aged for 24 h at room temperature without stirring. For the crystallization process, the mixture was transferred to a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and heated for 72 h at 200 °C, under autogenic pressure. After crystallization, the product was left to cool to room temperature, and the solid part was then washed seven times with deionized water and filtered by centrifugation. The end product was ground to a fine powder and calcined in air at 560 °C for 6 h.

The resulting batches of SAPO-34 powder were each twice subjected to ion exchange with a 5.4 M solution of \( \text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 \) (Sigma-Aldrich, Solkraftsvägen 14C, 135 70 Stockholm, Sweden). Per 10 g of SAPO-34, 70 mL \( \text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 \) 5.4 M were used. The SAPO-34 powder was added spoon by spoon into the stirring \( \text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 \) solution, which caused the pH to decrease. The solution was therefore continuously buffered with 2 M \( \text{NH}_4\text{OH} \) (\( \text{NH}_4\text{OH} \) solution obtained by mixing an appropriate amount of 28% w/w \( \text{NH}_4\text{OH} \) with deionised water) so as to maintain the pH in the range 3.0–3.5 as far as possible. Thereafter the solution was heated to 80 °C, which tends to decrease the pH. Buffering was therefore continued during the heating process. Then the solution was kept stirring at 80 °C for 1 h while buffering with \( \text{NH}_4\text{OH} \) if necessary to keep the pH within the desired range. The solution was then cooled to room temperature, decanted, and the solid washed with deionized water seven times and separated from the washing water by centrifugation until the pH of the washing water was
approximately 7. After each of these ion exchanges, the powder was dried for at least 12 h at 90–100 °C. A third ion-exchange with a solution of Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ (Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA) was then carried out. The concentrations of the solutions ranged between 0.05 M and 0.8 M so as to achieve the different copper loadings shown in Table 1. The relative quantity used was 4 mL of Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ solution per g of NH$_4$/SAPO-34 powder. Then, the stirring solution was heated to 70 °C. Again, the pH decreased with the increase in temperature, but the extent of the decrease depended on the molarity of the copper nitrate solution. After heating, the pH of the 0.05 and 0.2 M solutions was not adjusted as its value was clearly above 3.0. In the case of 0.4 M, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 3.0–3.5 with NH$_4$OH. For the 0.6 M solution, no pH adjustment was done, although the pH was around 2.6. The 0.8 M solution was adjusted to pH = 2.6. Then, the NH$_4$/SAPO-34 powder was added spoon by spoon to the stirring solution and drops of NH$_4$OH were added to prevent the pH from exiting the desired range of 2.6–3.5. Once all the powder had been added, stirring at 70 °C was continued for 1 h. After the exchange, the powder was cooled, washed, filtered and dried as described above. Finally, it was calcined in air at 550 °C for 3 h and a second time at 750 °C for 2 h. The only exceptions were the batches with Cu loading of 1.27 and 1.49 wt %, which were calcined only at 550 °C. A batch of H/SAPO-34 was also prepared by following the calcination procedure described above directly after the second exchange with ammonium nitrate. The synthesis conditions of all catalysts are summarised in Table 1.

For the activity experiments, approximately 750 mg of each Cu/SAPO-34 powder was coated on monoliths cut from commercial honeycomb cordierite (length: 20 mm. diameter: 21 mm. cell density: 400 cpsi). The coating of the catalysts was preceded by coating of an alumina layer (Disperal D, Sasol), in order to increase the attachment of the SAPO-34 layer. In both instances, the impregnation was performed by repeated dipping in a slurry consisting of 95% liquid phase (equal parts deionized water and ethanol) and 5% solid phase. The solid phase consisted of 95% Cu/SAPO-34 and 5% boehmite (Disperal D). After each dipping, excess slurry was blown away and the monolith dried for 3 min at 90 °C. When the desired washcoat mass had been obtained, the monolith was calcined in air at 750 °C for 2 h. Further details on catalyst and monolith preparation are available in previous publications [38,52].

4.2. Activity and Selectivity Measurements

In this study, all the activity experiments are flow reactor experiments, where the monolith was wrapped in quartz wool to prevent slip and then inserted in a horizontal quartz reactor tube approximately 800 mm long and with an internal diameter of 22 mm. The reactive gas mixture at the inlet to the reactor (Ar as balance, NH$_3$, NO and/or water vapour), was regulated using Bronkhorst massflow controllers and water vapour was produced by a controlled evaporation and mixing system (CEM, Bronkhorst, Lunet 10c, 3905 NW Veenendaal, The Netherlands). The fractions of the product gases NH$_3$, NO, NO$_2$, N$_2$O and H$_2$O were measured at the outlet of the reactor by a MKS™ multigas 2030 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The reactor temperature was controlled by a heating unit consisting of a Eurotherm controller, a heating coil placed around the reactor tube, and a power supply. Additionally, the reactor tube was wrapped in insulation material in order to maintain the temperature. Catalyst and gas temperature during the activity experiments were measured by two K-type thermocouples located inside a central channel of the monolith and 10 mm upstream of the monolith, respectively. All lines upstream and downstream of the reactor were heated to 150 or 200 °C to prevent condensation of water vapour. The system was operated at a total flow rate of 3500 mL/min, corresponding to a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 30,330 h$^{-1}$, on the basis of the monolith volume. Prior to the first experiment, each monolith was degreened with 4-h-long exposure to 400 ppm NH$_3$, 400 ppm NO, 8% O$_2$ and 5% H$_2$O at 700 °C to ensure stable activity. Before each experiment, the catalyst surface was cleaned for 20 min with 8% O$_2$ at 600 °C. For each catalyst, NH$_3$ oxidation, NO oxidation, standard SCR and fast SCR tests were carried out with stepwise increasing temperature. The durations of the isothermal steps were different: 40 min for NH$_3$ oxidation at 150 °C and 30 min for all other temperatures, 20 min for all NO oxidation steps, 1 h for SCR at 150 °C and
30 min for all other temperature steps. Fast SCR steps lasted 1 h if between 150 and 350 °C and 30 min if at temperatures above 400 °C. All of the above-mentioned experiments were performed with argon as a carrier gas, and in presence of 5% H₂O. NH₃ and NO were dosed at 400 ppm and O₂ at 8% where appropriate. Only during the fast SCR experiments were NO and NO₂ dosed at 200 ppm. At each temperature step, steady state NOₓ and NH₃ conversions were calculated. NH₃-adsorption-TPD tests were also carried out for each catalyst, with an adsorption period of 2 h under 400 ppm NH₃ and 5% H₂O. The adsorption was followed by a 45-min purge, and a temperature ramp of 10 °C/min, both under argon and 5% H₂O.

4.3. Catalyst Characterisation

The synthesised catalysts were characterized using N₂ adsorption, X-ray diffraction (XRD), UV-vis spectroscopy, H₂-temperature programmed reduction (H₂-TPR), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy/transmission electron microscopy (EDS/TEM) and inductively-coupled plasma sector field mass spectrometry (ICP-SFMS). ICP-SFMS was used to determine the elemental composition of the catalysts before the experiments, and was carried out by ALS Scandinavia AB. Details on H₂-TPR and EDS/TEM are given in the Supplementary Materials. Nitrogen adsorption–desorption at 77 K for Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) measurements and t-plot pore volume measurements was performed using a Tristar 3000 (Micromeritics, Avantis Science Park, Rutherford 108, D-52072 Aachen, Germany) instrument. Prior to the measurement, the samples were outgassed under vacuum at 220 °C for 3 h. The X-ray diffractograms were obtained using a Bruker AXS D8 advance operating at 40 kV and 40 mA with nickel-filtered Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) in the range 5° < 2θ < 40° with a step size of 0.028°.

UV-vis spectroscopy was carried out using a Carry 5000 UV-Vis NIR spectrophotometer. All samples were heat-treated at their calcination temperature (either 550 or 750 °C) 24 h prior to acquisition of the UV-vis spectra.

5. Conclusions

A procedure for liquid-ion exchange of SAPO-34 with Cu was developed, since it has been shown in literature that liquid-ion-exchange of SAPO-34 is much more complex compared to regular zeolites. Thus, five under-exchanged Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts and H/SAPO-34 were synthesised. Copper loadings ranged between 1.13 and 2.60 wt % Cu, corresponding to a degree of ion exchange between 21 and 39% (calculated as 2 Cu/Si). Samples of SAPO-34 exchanged with copper nitrate solutions of molarity above 0.2 M were shown to contain significantly more oxidic copper when calcined at 550 °C than 750 °C. We propose that these oxidic copper species migrate from the surface into the chabazite structure’s pores upon treatment at 750 °C. Samples of SAPO-34 exchanged at molarities of 0.2 M or lower did not contain large amounts of copper oxides and were thus not significantly impacted by higher-temperature calcination at 750 °C.

NH₃-TPD experiments showed that NH₃ adsorbs on Brønsted sites and copper sites, and also binds particularly strongly to oxidic copper sites. The overall trend of ammonia storage, SCR, NH₃ oxidation and NO oxidation activity with copper content was increasing. The SCR occurs on copper sites located in the 6-membered rings of the SAPO-34 structure (little, if any Cu occupies the large cages in these samples, given the low levels of ion exchange). Ammonia and NO oxidation also occur on oxidic copper species situated on the outer surface of the SAPO-34 structure. In addition to being active over a large temperature window, the synthesised Cu/SAPO-34 catalysts are also highly selective towards N₂ formation, during both SCR and NH₃ oxidation reactions. Larger amounts of N₂O are however formed under fast SCR conditions, with low and high-temperature maxima. Interestingly the two peaks follow differing trends with copper loading, and we suggest that different mechanistic pathways or active sites may be in play. For fast SCR conditions, we proposed that the low-temperature process may well take place mainly on Brønsted acid sites, as we showed that less N₂O is formed when increasing the copper loading. The fast SCR itself is also closely connected with Bronsted sites, as demonstrated by the considerable activity of H/SAPO-34. Higher-temperature formation of N₂O...
probably occurs on the same sites as the SCR reaction, given that both follow the same trend with copper content. Another interesting aspect is that the N₂O production at low temperatures for standard SCR increases with Cu loading (although it should be mentioned that the N₂O production is only between 0–2 ppm, making clear conclusions difficult), which is the opposite result compared to the fast SCR case. Thus, our data indicates that the N₂O formation at low temperature over Cu/SAPO-34 materials occurs predominately over copper sites in standard SCR conditions, and on Brønsted acid sites for fast SCR conditions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/10/4/489/s1.
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